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New Materials & New Techniques
Thermal Analysis on Modification Effect of Primary Silicon in
High-Silicon Aluminum Alloys
WU Shu-sen, ZENG Yong, MAO You-wu, et al
Effect of Ultra High Pressure on Mechanical Properties of
ZA27 Alloy
LI Rong-de, CAO Xiu-sheng, QU Ying-dong, et al
Experimental Study on Vertical Twin-Roll Casting of
Magnesium Alloy Strip
WANG Guang-shan, DI Hong-shuang, HUANG Feng
Effects of Square Wave Pulse Current on Directional
Solidification Structure of Al-50%Cu Alloy
DING Yu-tian, MA Long, XU Hong-yu, et al
Dimensional Accuracy Control of Investment Casting Large-
Size Turbine Blade - Dimensional Stability of Wax Pattern
HAN Wei, YU Wang-sheng, KONG Sheng-uo, et al
Growth and Morphology Evolution of Icosahedral
Quasicrystal Phase in Mg30Zn60Y10 Alloy
CHENG Su-ling, YANG Gen-cang, WANG Jin-cheng, et al
Effect of Superheat Treatment on Solidification Structure of
ZL114A Alloy
ZHANG Li-min, YANG Zhi-huai, ZHANG Rong, et al

Composite Materials
Microstructure of In-Situ TiC Particles Reinforced Steel
Matrix Surface Composites Prepared by V-EPC
LIU Xuan, LI Rong-de, JIANG Ye-hua, et al
Technical Study of In-Situ Primary Si and Mg2Si Particles
Reinforced Al Based Composite Tubes in Centrifugal Casting
ZHAI Yan-bo, LIU Chao-ming

Investment Casting
Numerical Analysis of Foam Degradation and Gas Diffusion
in Lost Foam Casting Process
YUAN You-lu, ZENG Da-xin, YUAN San-hong

Computer Application
Simulation of Thermoelectricity Field in Slag Pool Heated by
Electroslag on Roller Surface Based on ANSYS
LUO Li-ping, GENG Mao-peng, XU Wan-li, et al
Numerical Simulation of Filling and Solidification Process for
Damper Cylinder of Motorcycle in Permanent Mold Casting
YANG Ren-kang, YAO San-jiu, MAO Li-liang, et al
Application of Numerical Simulation Method to Casting Technology Optimization of Cricoid Steel Casting
ZHANG Guang-ming, WANG Ze-zhong, LI Hai-rong

Application Technology
Effect of Misch Metal Addition on Eutectic Solidification of Al-13%Si Alloy Modified With Strontium
LI Wei, LIAO Heng-cheng, LU Bin, et al
Effect of Aустempering on Mechanical Properties of Dual Phase ADI
JIANG Li-kun, LIU Jin-hai, LI Guo-la, et al
Dynamics Model for Evaporation Loss Calculation of Alloying Elements
ZHANG Zheng-he, SU Yan-qing, CHEN Da-zhou, et al
Experimental Study of Na- and Li-Modified Bentonite in Hubei Liangzi Lake Area
LONG Wei, FAN Zi-tian, LIAO Shu-hua
Technology of Modified Furan Resin by Ketone-Formaldehyde Resin
HUANG Ren-he, WANG Xu, CHEN Li-hui
Influence of Withdrawal Rate on the Micro-Porosity of Super-Alloy DZ125 in Directional Solidification
FENG Guang-zao, SHEN Jun, ZOU Min-jia, et al
Microstructure and Electrochemical Properties of A15FeCoNiCrTi High-Entropy Alloys
LI Wei, LIU Gui-zhong, GUO Jing-ji
Effect of Heat Treatment on Micro-Hardness of Ni-ZrO2 Nano-Composite Electroforming Deposits
ZHANG Wen-feng, FU Jun
Study of Meniscus Shape in Mold of Medium-Frequency Soft-Contact Electromagnetic Continuous Casting for Round Billets
WANG Zhao-yan, WANG En-gang, ZHANG Xing-wu, et al
Influence of Pulse Current Frequency on Matrix Transformation of Ductile Iron
LI Qing-chun, CHANG Guo-wei, ZHAI Qi-jie

Die Casting
Effect of Slow Shot Acceleration on Quality of Copper Alloy Die Casting
ZHENG Hong, YU Bao-yi, WANG Fei-yu
Microstructures and Tensile Properties of Die-Cast Al-Si-Cu-Zn Aluminum Alloy
LI Feng, WANG Jue, CHE Xin, et al

Computer Application
Development of Gating System CAD Software Based on PRO/E
WANG Zhi-ping, PEI Xiao-liang, ZHU Qing-sheng, et al
Simulation on Semi-Thixoid Filling of AISi15Cu3MgFe Alloy Casting
YAN Shu-fang, CHEN Wei-dong, LIU Xiang-dong
Phase-Field Model of Non-Isothermal Dendritic Growth of Multicomponent Alloy with Multiple Grains
FENG Li, WANG Zhi-ting, LU Yang, et al

Foundry Equipment
Design of Multipoint Linkage Hydraulic Clamping Casting Device
ZHU Yan-zhou, YANG Shang-ping, WANG Zheng, et al

Application Technology
Microstructure and Corrosion Resistance of As-Cast and Spray Formed High Mn ZA35 Alloy
LI Rong-de, XIE Yi, LIU Jing-fu
Microstructure and Properties of High Aluminum Zinc-Based Alloys
XIA Lan-ting, LI Gui-ling, LIN Hong-bin
Effects of Strontium and Yttrium on Microstructure Refinement of Mg-3Al-1zn Magnesium Alloy
YANG Ming-bo, PAN Fu-sheng, LI Zhong-sheng, et al
Experimental Study of Special Dendrite in Al-La Alloys
ZHENG Ya-hong, WANG Zi-dong, DONG Xiao-jian, et al
Differential Thermal Analysis Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Microstructure Observation During Solidification of AZ80 Magnesium Alloy
AI Xiu-lan, YANG Jun, QUAN Gao-feng
Preparation of In-Situ TiC Particle Dispersion-Strengthened Copper Matrix Composites
WANG Zhi-bin, TAN Dun-qiang, WANG Wei, et al
The Effect of Al5Ti1B on A356 Fluidity
QI Hua-rong, SHI Qing-nan, WANG Xiao-qing, et al
Effect of Y on As-Cast Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg-Li Alloy
YUAN Qin-song, ZHOU Mao, WANG Xiao-qing, et al
Effect of Raw Material Heredity on Microstructure of Ductile Iron
ZHOU Shi-gen, LUO Li, ZHANG Li, et al
Adaptability of Natural Yellow Loam Clay-Bonded Sand Casting Process to Thickness of Iron Castings
YUAN Huai-peng, ZHU Shi-gen, LUO Yi-lan, et al
Effect of Raw Material Heredity on Microstructure of Ductile Iron
ZHAO Yan, YANG Hua

Experience Exchange
Production Practices for Crusher's Mobile Cone and Fixed Cone of Micro-Alloying High-Manganese Steel
LIN Ya-lin, TAN Jun-tao, SHANG Hai-yan, et al
Pinholes Prevention of Middle and Small Aluminum-Alloy Castings by Metal Mould
DONG Xiu-qi, LU Jian-ting, JIANG Dao-feng, et al
Control Points of Green Sand for Flaskless Injection and Squeeze Molding
ZHANG Wei

Influence of FS Powder on Properties of Green Molding Sand
WU Cheng-long, ZHU Qi-lin, WANG Yue, et al
Scab Control of Transmission Gearbox Shell
ZHANG Bao-tang, KONG Xiang-ju, ZHU Zi-hong
Integral Casting Process of Guide Vane
WU Ying, LI Feng-ya, WANG Li-bin, et al
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New Materials & New Techniques
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Non-Refractory Tungsten Alloy
YU Bo, LIU Shi-chang, QIU Ke-qiang, et al
Microstructure Evolution of Cu-12.58%Mg Hypereutectic Alloy at Constant and Abruptly Increasing Velocities in Directional Solidification
ZHU Peng-chao, LI Shuang-ming, ZHENG Yuan-bin, et al
Effect of Al4C3 and Ce on As Cast Microstructure and Properties of AZ91D Magnesium Alloy
LIU Sheng-fa, ZHUAN Yuan, HAN Hui, et al
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg-Zn-Ni-Y Chill Cast Alloys
QIU Ke-qiang, YANG Xiao, HU Nan-nan, et al
Effect of Mg-Based Quasicrystals Addition on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of AZ31 Magnesium Alloy
DU Er-ling, WANG Rong-gui, ZHANG Jin-shan, et al

Special Review
Research and Application Status of Blast Furnace Chute Liner
LIU Yue, YANG Cheng-kun, ZHU Li-juan

Lost Foam Casting
Enhance Competition of Lost Foam Casting by Strengths Promoting and Weakness Avoiding, Energy Saving and Emission Reduction
YE Sheng-ping, WU Zhi-chao
LFC of Umbrella Wheel for Chain Chicken Feeding Production Line
LANG Hong-ming, LANG Chun-lei

Computer Application
Functions Design and Implementation Keys of PDM System for Foundry
XU Jun-juang, HE Yi-ming, WU Jian-xiang, et al
Simulation Analysis of Steel Ingot Stress Field in Electroslag Casting Process
ZHANG Lei, YAO Junping

Foundry Equipment
Design of New Freestyle Spray Forming Atomizer
GU Yuan-jun, QU Ying-dong, YE Zheng-tao, et al

Application Technology
Effect of Al Addition on As-Cast Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg–5Gd Alloy
YANG Zhong, LI Jian-ting, GUO Yong-chun, et al
Effect of Variation in Cross-Section Size of Samples on Directional Solidification Microstructure of DZ125 Superalloy
CHEN Bo, LIU Lin, ZHANG Wei-guo, et al
Effects of RE on Microstructures and Room Temperature Mechanical Properties of AZ61 Magnesium Alloys
CAO Feng-hong, LONG Si-yuan, LIAO Hui-min

Experience Exchange
Analysis on Unclear Inclusions Defects on Diesel Engine Cylinder Casting and Improving Measures
CAI An-ke, CHENG Jun-wei, ZHAO Zhi-kang, et al

Lost Foam Casting
Enhance Competition of Lost Foam Casting by Strengths Promoting and Weakness Avoiding, Energy Saving and Emission Reduction
YE Sheng-ping, WU Zhi-chao
LFC of Umbrella Wheel for Chain Chicken Feeding Production Line
LANG Hong-ming, LANG Chun-lei

Computer Application
Functions Design and Implementation Keys of PDM System for Foundry
XU Jun-juang, HE Yi-ming, WU Jian-xiang, et al
Simulation Analysis of Steel Ingot Stress Field in Electroslag Casting Process
ZHANG Lei, YAO Junping

Foundry Equipment
Design of New Freestyle Spray Forming Atomizer
GU Yuan-jun, QU Ying-dong, YE Zheng-tao, et al

Application Technology
Effect of Al Addition on As-Cast Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg–5Gd Alloy
YANG Zhong, LI Jian-ting, GUO Yong-chun, et al
Effect of Variation in Cross-Section Size of Samples on Directional Solidification Microstructure of DZ125 Superalloy
CHEN Bo, LIU Lin, ZHANG Wei-guo, et al
Effects of RE on Microstructures and Room Temperature Mechanical Properties of AZ61 Magnesium Alloys
CAO Feng-hong, LONG Si-yuan, LIAO Hui-min

Experience Exchange
Analysis on Unclear Inclusions Defects on Diesel Engine Cylinder Casting and Improving Measures
CAI An-ke, CHENG Jun-wei, ZHAO Zhi-kang, et al

Lost Foam Casting
Enhance Competition of Lost Foam Casting by Strengths Promoting and Weakness Avoiding, Energy Saving and Emission Reduction
YE Sheng-ping, WU Zhi-chao
LFC of Umbrella Wheel for Chain Chicken Feeding Production Line
LANG Hong-ming, LANG Chun-lei

Computer Application
Functions Design and Implementation Keys of PDM System for Foundry
XU Jun-juang, HE Yi-ming, WU Jian-xiang, et al
Simulation Analysis of Steel Ingot Stress Field in Electroslag Casting Process
ZHANG Lei, YAO Junping